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Command Credit offers several layers of fraud prevention services to help protect your 
business and customers.

With FraudNet, Command Credit provides business fraud protection services that go 
beyond basic ID solutions. When users engage with your applications, FraudNet, backed 
by Experian, uses passive authentication and conducts an in-depth analysis of user and 
device data to identify and authentic users.

Digital consumer profiles are an important tool in fraud prevention. When users log in 
to your platform or initiate a transaction, your fraud protection services from Command 
Credit conduct a comprehensive check against digital profiles. Going well beyond measures 
such as two-factor authentication (2FA) or multi-factor authentication (MFA), user 
information is compared to sources such as:

 • Purchase data (history, payments, email used)
 • Network (IP address, internet service provider)
 • Credit bureau information (name, address, phone, Social Security number)
 • Bank data (logins, transactions, new accounts)
 • Geo-location (correlation with known addresses)
 • Email (age and activity)
 • Carrier (age, forwarding, prepaid “burner” phone)
 • Behavior (navigation, touch-pressure patterns)
 • Biometrics (voice, fingerprint, iris)

Digital Consumer Profiles

Fraud Prevention Services

https://www.commandcredit.net/
https://www.commandcredit.net/services/fraud-and-chargeback-management
https://www.commandcredit.net/
https://www.pcmag.com/how-to/two-factor-authentication-who-has-it-and-how-to-set-it-up
https://searchsecurity.techtarget.com/definition/multifactor-authentication-MFA
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Identity proofing pauses customer interactions at initial login or transaction points quickly so 
customers do not experience a delay. Queries are made concurrently to databases and online 
profiles using multiple configurations to improve response time.

Ekata fraud prevention services determine if email, addresses, phone, and IP data are linked to 
individual and business names, producing a confidence score to help manage risk.

For example, a higher level of risk is indicated when an email account is identified that has seen 
activity with the last six months or is tied to an IP address that appears suspicious. A lower risk is 
indicated if addresses, phones, or geo-location history match identity. Examining hundreds of data 
points across profiles, devices, and databases, a confidence score is produced.

Rules and acceptable score levels can be customized to fit your acceptable risk profile.

Positive signals include:
 • Matching data (name, phone, address, IP)
 • Address (currently receiving mail)
 • IP geo-location (online application near known address)
 • Email (history)

Negative signals include:
 • Data mismatches
 • Newly created or disposable email
 • Prepaid phone use
 • Non-fixed VoIP phone use
 • Proxy IP addresses
 • Auto-generated email

https://www.commandcredit.net/
https://www.gartner.com/en/information-technology/glossary/identity-proofing-services
https://www.commandcredit.net/accredit/blog/protect-customers-from-id-fraud
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Device intelligence plays an important role in fraud prevention. Besides checking online profiles, 
FraudNet provides an additional security layer to protect your entire online estate by analyzing 
data from devices. 

FraudNet examines the linkage between:
 • Users and devices: Check history matching device to user
 • User and device compatibility: Check device configuration to user preferences and geo- 
   location
 • Device hostility: Check the device for use by multiple users to scan for impersonation  
   and risk activity
 • Malware: Check device configurations that suggest malware or fraudulent activity
 • Device reputation: Check the device for association with suspected fraud or previous  
   crime

Combining the power of FraudNet and Ekata, organizations can examine online data and offline 
data for comprehensive decisioning.

FraudNet probes online data using risk assessment algorithms, including:
 • Negative devices or attributes
 • Geo-based risk factors
 • Device discrepancies
 • Device velocity
 • Malware detection

Device Intelligence

Passive Authentication with FraudNet + Ekata

https://www.commandcredit.net/
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Ekata probes offline data to check for precise ID decisions:
 • Precise match codes
 • Fair Credit Reporting Act (FCRA) based aggregated scores
 • One-time password (OTP) and knowledge-based authentication (KBA)
 • Identity element network
 • Email and mobile third-party checks
 • First-party data

Response times from API inquiries can take approximately one second or less.

Cross-core digital passive identification allows scanning documents, such as a driver’s license.

 Data will be processed to establish identity for fraud prevention:
 • Passive authentication
 • Real consumer, not synthetic, id
 • Name, address, cell, email
 • First-party fraud score
 • Third-party fraud score
 • Synthetic ID fraud score
 • Digital confidence score
 • Trusted email match to consumer
 • Geo-location checks with IP addresses

This process meets Know Your Customer (KYC) matching and includes Office of Foreign Assets 
Control (OFAC) checks required in the investment and financial services industry.

Cross-Core Digital Passive Identification

https://www.commandcredit.net/
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Scammers often use email tumbling to make multiple transactions appear to come from 
different email addresses. In Gmail, for example, cybercriminals can add a name or phrase and 
the plus sign to the front of an email address. It may appear to be a different user, but it is not. 
This can allow fraudsters to commit fraud and bypass many fraud detection systems.

DataSpiderTM reveals tumbled data by looking for multiple matches across data profiles and 
touchpoints. 

Cyber Signals tracks the attributes of more than 70 million businesses and organizations 
worldwide. Financial institutions, investment firms, and insurance providers can use this 
information for predictive intelligence for managing risk and decisioning.

Financial institutions can assess an organization’s network strength and vulnerabilities before 
conducting transactions online. Companies can evaluate overall risk in determining loan and 
credit card decisioning.

Insurance companies can evaluate their current cybersecurity and business continuity 
insurance portfolios. Insurance underwriters can accept or reject new businesses and adjust 
premium rates based on risk factors.

This information is especially valuable when traditional firmographic data or payment histories 
are not available.

Intelligence for the Financial Sector

Email Tumbling

https://www.commandcredit.net/
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For more information about fraud prevention services

Contact Command Credit for Fraud 
Prevention Services.

Backed by Profound Networks, Cyber Signals tracks and evaluated organization attributes, such as:
 • Mail server security
 • SSL certificates
 • Encryption security
 • eCommerce capabilities
 • Historical data on domains, network devices, and growth/decline 
 • External links and backlinks
 • Identification of cloud providers
 • Changes and updates

Cyber Signals also assesses the level of network sophistication and investment. These attributes 
help determine a domain’s overall health and vigilance about cyber security.

Ready to learn how these fraud prevention services can help you mitigate risk? Contact 
Command Credit today to learn more.

CommandCredit.com

https://www.commandcredit.net/
https://www.commandcredit.net/
https://www.commandcredit.net/
https://www.commandcredit.net/
http://myaccredit.com

